Kyung Hee University for Creative Korea-II (CK-II)
Fostering Comprehensive and Talented Individual
engaged in 'Academics and Actions'

4X4 Certificate Program Satisfaction Survey Form

※ Overview
Please see the overview of four-by-four certificate program in the separate file.
※ Purpose of Survey
This survey includes inquiries to watch over the satisfaction and improvements of
"Four-by-Four Certificate Program".
※ Target of Survey
• Students who applied to "Four-by-Four Certificate Program"
- They should answer the survey questions for midterm evaluation of "Four-by-Four
Certificate Program"
• Students who did not apply to "Four-by-Four Certificate Program"
- If you are a candidate, please answer this survey. In addition, the whole student's
opinions are significant to be improved and developed.
※ This survey aren't being withheld to unauthorized person.
※ For more information about this survey, please contact the administration office of
department of international Studies or the department of political science and
international relations.
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Survey of Recognition of "Four-by-Four Certificate Program"
1. Respondent's basic information
Affiliation : ___________________________ department
Year of college : __________ year __________ semester

2. Did you submit an application of "Four-by-Four Certificate Program"?
① Yes

② No

3. Have you ever heard “Creative Korea-II” before?
① Yes

② No

4. If yes, through what channel did you get the information?
① Presentation for CK-II program
② Senior and junior
③ Class time
④ KIC homepage
⑤ Others
⑥ None of the above
5. Are you informed of the "Four-by-Four Certificate Program"?
① Never heard of it

② Some degree

③ Well-acquainted

6. [Student who did apply to "Four-by-Four Certificate Program"] Which
categories did you take? (The maximum selection available is 2)
① 1st: global civil society
③ 3rd: global cooperation

② 2nd: global inequalities
④ 4th: global business

7. [Student who did not apply to "Four-by-Four Certificate Program"] Why
didn't you apply this program?
① Freshman

② Leave of absence

③ Graduation as well as more than the second term of senior
④ Others
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Capacity 1: Foundation in the Humanities
[Satisfaction Survey]
1. How many courses did you take among the 3 sections of liberal arts of
Humanitas College?
① 0

② 1

③ more than 2

2. How helpful were the courses to qualify the personality and talent as a
global citizen?
① very helpful

② a little bit

③ moderate

④ a few

⑤ not at all

*Why? (If you choose 'not at all'):
)

Capacity 2: Creative thinking with Convergence
[Satisfaction Survey]
1. How many courses did you take among designated major courses in the
category?(More than B0 grade)
① 0(none)

② 1 course

③ 2 courses

④ more than 3 courses

2. How helpful were the courses to develop the Creative thinking with
convergence?
① very helpful

② a little bit

③ moderate

④ a few

⑤ not at all

*Why? (If you choose 'not at all'):

Capacity 3: Practical Business Skills through Hands-on Experiences
[Satisfaction Survey]
1. Did you complete internship more than 80 hours?
① Yes

② No

2. Did you attend a study-abroad program more than 1 credit?
① Yes

② No

3. Did you attend Job seeking program held by department/college/university
more than 20 hours?
① Yes

② No
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4. How helpful were the internship and study-abroad program to develop
Practical Business Skills?
① very helpful

② a little bit

③ moderate

④ a few

⑤ not at all

*Why?(If you choose 'not at all'):

Capacity 4: Social Responsibility
[Survey]
1. Did you attend volunteer works more than 64 hours?
① Yes

② No

2. How helpful were the social contribution project and volunteer works to
inspire the social responsibility?
① very helpful

② a little bit

③ moderate

④ a few

⑤ not at all

*Why? (If you choose 'not at all'):

This is a general review of ‘Four-by-Four Certificate Program’
1. How helpful were the contents of this program to develop as a global
talent by each type of categories(global civil society, global inequalities,
global cooperation and global business)?
① very helpful

② a little bit

③ moderate

④ a few

⑤ not at all

*Why? (If you choose 'not at all'):

2. Please include your suggestions to be better on this program.

This is the end of this survey.
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